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Host a Live Lightly Movie Screening  
 

A great way to introduce new topics, start conversations or fundraise is to host a screening of an  

uplifting and thought provoking movie – at your place with friends or at a local venue in your community. 

Things to consider: 

 Venue – how many people do you expect, some community venues have cosy or larger spaces. Some cinemas can be booked 
for fundraisers too 
 

 Getting there – try to choose places people can easily get to by public transport, walking or cycling. Encourage carpooling for 
those further afield 

 

 Invitation – is it just for your mates, or are there any community leaders, key local business people or politicians you want there? 
Consider co-presenting with another organisation for further networking opportunities or partnerships 

 

 Licence – generally an educational or community screening where the projector is in the same room as the screen applies to 
DVDs/digital material. If going to a cinema they will advise on the licence and format required 

 

 Nourishment - the mind and body need equal attention, ideally choose plant-based options that won’t create waste, encourage 
BYO cups or provide washable ones 

 

 Timing – some movies are nearly two hours long so an early start allows time to set the scene first and/or discussion and 
interaction afterwards 

 

 Introductions – keep them brief! Have someone introduce the film and/or your group but save conversations for after or invite 
people to stay on an “after event” 

 

 Bump time – invite people to talk to someone that they don’t already know and find out why they are there, what they hope to get 
from the film 
 

 Harvest ideas – give people paper and ask them to write one thing they have been inspired by or will do. Put them up for 
everyone to see 

https://bookings.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/facilities/community-facilities/search
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 Celebrate – acknowledge and rejoice in what is already happening in your community, you may invite local groups along or food 
suppliers to have stalls 
 

 After the film – if your goal is to activate change, prompt people to form groups and make plans for local action. Get contact 
details if you want to follow up with people.  
 

Suggested Movies  Summary  Available from

Edible Paradise (2018)  Captured over five years as part of the Localising Food Project, Edible 
Paradise travels Aotearoa to meet local food campaigners vital in creating 
community orchard and food forest projects in their patch. 

hello@livelightly.nz  with licence for 
a community screening 

Living the Change (2017) Documentary showing what motivates New Zealanders and the choices they 
are making to instigate change.  

hello@livelightly.nz with licence for 
a  community screening  

Tomorrow (2016) Inspirational local community actions from around the world covering 
agriculture, transport, energy, education and economy. Includes subtitles.   

Auckland Libraries or 
hello@livelightly.nz with  license for 
a community screening  

Before the Flood (2016)  Leonard DiCaprio’s three-year journey exploring the subject of climate 
change.  

Free to view 

The Third Industrial Revolution: 
A Radical New Sharing 
Economy (2017) 

A documentary by social and economic theorist Jeremy Rifkin lays out a road 
map to usher in a new economic system. 

Free to view  

This Changes Everything 
(2015)  

Capitalism vs. climate. Based on the book by Naomi Klein.  On demand 

Ever The Land (2015) 
 

Explores the sublime bond between people and their land through a landmark 
architectural undertaking by one of New Zealand’s most passionately 
independent  Māori tribes, Ngāi Tūhoe. 

Request a screening  

 
Note: We know there are other films on climate change and sustainability available, however where possible we have selected those that are local, free, uplifting and 
accessible to a general audience, with a positive approach to community action. 
 

livelightly.nz | facebook.com/livelightlyakl | hello@livelightly.nz 
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